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It’s getting hot in here, so melt 
off all the ice!

by Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull 

BlackBoard on Death Row

BARAGA, MI – Education “tool” 
BlackBoard is spending the last 
few weeks of its life on death 
row at the Baraga maximum 
security prison. BlackBoard, 
which Michigan Tech has long 
used as a means of recording 
grades and occasionally post-
ing PDF readings, will face the 
death penalty by way of draw-
ing and quartering at the end of 
the semester. In a controversial 
Supreme Court case last year, 
BlackBoard was slammed with 
the maximum punishment for its 
crime: prostitution and repeat-
ed public indecency. 

Speaking for the Court majority, 
Justice Canvas wrote, “Black-
Board goes against everything 
that this great Constitution 
stands for. It invades people’s 
privacy without a warrant, 
sometimes it steals grades and 
replaces them with broken 
code, and on some instances 
it resists arrest by not allowing 
students to log in. As such, it 
must be eradicated.”

BlackBoard was reportedly 
hauled away to the Baraga 
prison facility in a classic pad-
dywagon. It screamed and 
shouted for a good long while, 
then suddenly froze and fell 
silent when one of the drivers 

tried to open one of its links in 
another tab. The ride was re-
portedly much more enjoyable 
after that. 

Investigative reporters have 
told the Bull that BlackBoard is 
father to at least 17 illegitimate 
children with various parents 
around the community. One 
such child, TA Lukas Lund, 
didn’t even know that his father 
was actually BlackBoard until his 
sophomore year of college. 
“Then, one day, I was grading. I 
hit “submit” and the whole thing 
broke. All the grades! Gone! 
GAH! It was then that I realized 
BlackBoard had been doing that 
all my life, like any other shitty fa-
ther. It took away all my pride, it 
kept me up late because it was 
always yelling at me when I got 
home, and it stopped work-
ing and never supported me. 
Good riddance!”
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Studio Pizza Actually Tastes As Good As 
Our Ads Say! Those Other Pizzas Don’t!
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Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

by Olivia Zajac ~ Daily Bull
The Pants Dance

The Steaming Pile

Inappropriate Times to Break Out Rock, Paper, Scissors
Straight from You-Know-Where!

Whether or not to say “I 
do”

During a robbery
Job interview

Alms for the poor
Custody battle

College Admissions
Experimental drugs

Suicide attempt
Whether to rescue a man 

overboard
To eat a ghost pepper or 

not
North Korean election

With an amputee
With St. Peter

While committing grand 
theft auto

With a screaming baby
Alone

Negotiating million dollar 
investments

When Spock is added to 
the mix

Negotiating a grade
With the FedEx guy
Commencement

Adoption
With a psychic

Stopping at red lights
During a eulogy

Hand modeling photo-
shoot

After learning that you are/ 
are not the father

During brain surgery
In the middle of a previous 

game of RPS
Who’s going to buy the 

hottie a drink
In the check out line

Funerals
During the national anthem
Determining sex positions

During Communion
At the special Olympics

While haggling
In court

As America gets fatter and more dumberer, the Pants Dance has 
spread like wildfire through the ill-fitted wardrobes of the country. 
Here in the Keweenaw is no exception. Between the girls (and guys) 
who look like a gust of wind might carry them away, to the more com-
mon Snow Cows, pants are being danced all over campus. There are 
some who hide the shame of the Pants Dance, and try to casually play 
it off as “getting something from my pocket” or other lame excuse. 

It starts by realizing that the lower back/ass area is picking up more 
breeze than usual. The unfortunate ass exposure is often not the kind 
anyone really wants to see, or occurs when a female participant is 
wearing the most ugly, offensive pair of period panties ever to be 
worn. The sides of the pants are grasped firmly, and a very awkward 
side to side shimmy and shake takes place anywhere from 2 seconds 
to 30 seconds, depending on amount of unneeded skin exposure. 
For the more ninja-like in the Pants Dance, it can be performed while 
moving. For the less coordinated, all other motions and functions, 
including breathing, must be paused until all the bits hanging out are 

...see Sexy Canvas! on back

...see Dancin’ in my Pantsen’ on back
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The convicted BlackBoard now sits on death 
row, being made to spend the next few months 
thinking about what a horrible thing it really is. 
For its last meal, the education program report-
edly has requested spotted dick, jello shots, 
and the deep-fried heart of Carl Blair. Michigan 
Tech is still working out the legal ramifications of 
meeting this request.

In the meanwhile, Michigan Tech students report 
not noticing anything different. “Yeah, I mean, it 
doesn’t really matter that BlackBoard is gone,” 
noted senior math major Kaylee Walsh. “I never 
used it anyway. I hear there’s a sexy new pro-
gram in town, though – and I call dibs!”

BlackBoard refused comment, not because its 
lawyer told it to, but because its comment fea-
ture is currently down for maintenance.  

secured and covered.

Then, there are those who 
simply don’t give a damn 
or have no shame or some-
thing along those lines. These 
particular individuals will 
proclaim, loudly, in all direc-
tions and to anyone who 
accidentally makes eye con-
tact: “TIME FOR THE PANTS 
DANCE!” These people are 
often more coordinated in 
their movements, and actual-
ly turn this ass-covering meth-
od into a legitimate dance. 
They shimmy and shake in a 
better fashion than the previ-
ous victims, and might even 
beat box a rhythm for them-
selves to shake what their 
genetics gave them back into 
the pants they decided still fit 
after eating those 14 turkeys 
over break.  The Pants Dance 
should not be feared, but re-
spected. In either case, it is 
either a highly amusing bit of a break from studying, or it saves you from bleaching your 
eyes in the nearest lab.

ANTI-FREEZE
BLIZZARD
BOBSLED

BROOMBALL
CARNIVAL

COLD
CURLING

FROSTBITE
FROZEN
HEATING

HIBERNATION
HOCKEY

HYPOTHERMIA

ICE
ICEFISHING

ICICLE
LAKE EFFECT

LUGE
NEWYEAR

POLAR BEAR 
PLUNGE
RIPLEY

SHOVEL
SKATING

SKELETON

SKIING
SLEDDING
SLUSHING

SNOWBALL
SNOWBOARD
SNOWMAN

SNOWMOBILE
SNOWSHOE

STATUE
TOBOGGAN

WINTER
YETI

...from Sexy Canvas! on front ...from Dancin’ on front

This baby pants-danced so hard that his pants are now eating him. 
Mind, body, and SOUL!

Silly Michigan Tech. You can’t paint 
beautiful, happy trees on a blackboard!


